SIX WEEKS

HOLISTIC
DEVELOPMENT
GROWTHCAMP
FOR LAW STUDENTS

YLCC FT.

SAMMANIKA RAWAT
ICCC Certified Career Coach,
Internationally Accredited Mediator,
Indian Army JAG-25 Recommended,
Ex- Placements Head - LawSikho;
Ex- Banking, Projects, Energy &
Infrastructure Lawyer

SAMMANIKARAWAT.COM

KEY FEATURES:

OUR OFFERINGS
& TRAINING:
One-to-One Mentorship
Sessions + Group Sessions.

Internship/Call back/PPO
preparation.

Identifying the right
career path for yourself.

Guidance for Interview
Preparation- HR Round &
Technical Round.

Drafting proper CV/Cover
Letter/SOP as per
industry requirements.
Research Writing
Skills & assistance for
Paper Publication.
Workshop on
communication, networking
and presentation skills.

Leverage Social Media
(LinkedIn, Instagram etc.) to
create career opportunities.
Freelancing SEO based
Legal Content Writing.

BEST SUITABLE
FOR:
Law Students from 2nd
year to 5th year.
Fresh Law Graduates.

*For detailed Class Schedule, please refer
to the last page of the Brochure.

Regular interactions with
Facilitator/Therapist to remove
self doubt & maintain your
mental health during the
program.
Soft paced Action-Oriented
program.
Exposure to interact with
industry experts and lawyers.
Focuses on building your
strengths rather than pinning
your weaknesses.
2 BONUS One-to-One Sessions
with Sammanika.
Evening Hour Batches.
Limited batch size to ensure
individual attention.

PLACES WHERE SAMMANIKA'S
MENTEES HAVE SECURED
OPPORTUNITIES:

AZB Partners
Trilegal
Shardul Amarchand
& Mangaldas
Morgan Stanley
Samwad Partners
Dhir & Dhir Assoc.
Panag and Babu
Ernst & Young
KPMG
Triumvir Partners
Indus Law
GEP Worldwide

Amicus Advocates &
Solicitors
SBI Youth Fellowship
Advani & Co.
Cyril Amarchand &
Mangaldas.
HSA Advocates
Nishith Desai & Assoc.
L&L Partners
Spice Route Legal
SVF Entertainment
Vaish Associates

CONTACT US:
sammanikarawat.com
8455937205
coachsammanika@gmail.com
Sammanika Rawat
@yourlegalcareercoach

CLASS SCHEDULE
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A detailed 1 hour one-on-one session with Sammanika

WEEK 1

Class 1- Introduction to career opportunities for law students and the kinds of
Internship/Opportunities students can look for. 1.5 hrs
*Bonus Session with a Facilitator to build self confidence & remove the thoughts of judgment.
Class 2- Identifying the right organization/law firm based on your interest. 1.5 hrs
Class 3- Drafting the perfect CV/Cover letter as per industry requirements.
*Each student’s CV shall be reviewed with comments

WEEK 2

2.5 hrs

Class 1- How to write different kinds of SOPs - Internship/Job/Higher Studies/ Research Paper.
Class 2- Dos and Don’ts at your Internship + How to secure a call back/assessment
Internship/PPO. 1.5 hrs
Class 3- Session on Research and Writing Skills. 1.5 hrs
*Personal assistance in getting your one paper published.

WEEK 3

Class 1- Detailed session on how to crack HR Round of an Interview. 1.5 hrs
*Bonus interaction session with the HR of a reputed organization
Class 2- Detailed session on how to crack Technical Round of an Interview. 1.5 hrs
Class 3- Workshop on communication, networking and presentation skills. 1.5 hrs

1.5 hrs

CLASS SCHEDULE
WEEK 4
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Class 1- One Mock interview & a bonus session with a Therapist/Facilitator to make you
feel comfortable about the entire interview process.
Class 2- Freelancing SEO based Legal content writing session with an expert. 1.5 hrs
Class 3- Practical exercise of basic research work you can expect in a law firm/ litigation
chamber. 1.5 hrs

WEEK 5

Two surprise sessions with Expert Lawyers on building practical legal skillsets.
Class 3- Session on understanding various social media platforms (LinkedIn, Instagram etc)
and how you can leverage them to create opportunities for yourself. 2 hrs

WEEK 6

Class 1- Session on how to get freelancing work to earn money. 2 hrs
Class 2- Revision of the above and a group exercise.
Class 3- Doubts clearance session.
Final one-on-one session with Sammanika.

PREMIUM PROGRAM
Launch Price

RS 15999 ONLY

HURRY!
REGISTER NOW

Only 35 Seats Available!

Sammanika is the perfect mentor that
you need. She has the experience and
knowledge to guide law students and
professionals. The best quality about
her is that she puts in a lot of effort in
her work. She answered all my queries
very patiently and helped me in CV
building, Cover letter and personal
branding. I felt that my mentorship
session with her was structured and
specific to my requirements
-Rupali Lekhi,Assurance Associate,
Ernst & Young

I sought Sammanika's guidance on
multiple occasions, and she was always
willing to help me out. She is
intellectually vibrant, affable and a
patient listener. She is reliable and
knows how to bring out the best in
others. As her mentee, Sammanika has
earned my highest recommendation.
-Nishtha Jain, Associate at Advani & co.

TESTIMONIALS

Sammanika is extrememly skilled and
knowledgeable in her field. She can
instantly connect with people of almost
all age groups. She is composed and
gives her best to address all the issues
and brings on board other industry
experts to provide their insights so
that the aspirants are of the prevailing
practices in the industry. During her
sessions, she also inspires & motivates
the aspirants, making it a fruitful
session.

Sammanika has a natural flair of
implifying complex information and
knowing exactly what her audience
needs to understand. Her experience
is vast and she bought it all to the
conversation. She is also very kind to
rest all my apprehensions about
being a mid-career lawyer. She says
this about herself, and I was able to
see it in her action when she spoke Sammanika always focuses on quality
over quantity.

- Pranali Fadte, Legal and Secretarial
Consultant

- Vasundhara Vedula, POSH
Consultant

Highly recommended for HR interview
preparation and expertly tailored for
law firms! I found the tips to be helpful
for traversing through my interviews
and would recommend Sammanika to
every law student sitting for interviews
for internships and jobs.
-Gaurav Sandeep, Final Year Student,
NUJS (Secured a PPO at SAM)

There are many mentors around, but
only a few who are as impacting and
as energetic as Sammanika. She does
not sugar quote things to make me
feel good, but makes you realize the
actual reality of the job market and
directs you towards the right steps to
be taken for rectification.

Growthcamp organized by Sammanika
speaks volumes on how important the
skills for any law fresher looks like. No
matter what law school you graduate
from, the right skills to serve the
organization is not really taught in
every law school. I'd recommend this
Growthcamp for everyone, the skills
taught are absolutely important.

-Saisneha Das (Shortlisted for 3 out of
4 Big 4 Companies)

-Hemal Shah, Contract Specalist, GEP
Worldwide

Sammanika not only disseminates the
knowledge she has gained over these
years as an intern, Associate or Placements
Head but also during her sessions or
'Growth Camps' invites professionals from
legal fraternity having years of experience
to give us a detailed insight and to solve
our queries. She truly has the spirit of
camaraderie & a will to illuminate lives!
-Adv. Nidhi Vandana

